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The screwtape letters summary of each letter
What is the main theme of the screwtape letters.
As One Devil to Another was the original title of C.S. Lewis for his smart book on how the temptation works so he called "teaching the reverse." In this summary I quote directly from the book and add descriptive titles and illustrations for each letter from the major demon, Screwtape, to Wormwood, the junior tempter. "There are two equal and
opposite mistakes in which our race can fall on demons," Lewis explains. "One must unbelieve in his existence. The other is to believe, and to feel an excessive and unhealthy interest in them. Demons themselves are equally pleased with both mistakes, and they acclaim a materialist or a magician with the same delight.... Readers are advised to
remember that the devil is a liar. Not everything Screwtape says must be assumed as truth, even from its own angle." C.S. Lewis was often asked if he really believed in the Devil. Your answer? "If by 'the devil' you mean a power opposed to God and, like God, self-existent from all eternity, the answer is certainly No. There is no uncreated being except
God. God has no opposite. No being could attain a "perfected maleity" opposed to God's perfect goodness; for when you have taken away all kinds of good things (intelligence, will, memory, energy and existence itself), none of them would remain. The right question is if I believe in demons. Yeah. I mean, I believe in angels... Some of these, by the
abuse of their free will, have become enemies of God and, as a corollary, for us." Lewis lists 4 reasonable reasons for what he believes: He agrees with the clear meaning of Scripture. He agrees with the tradition of Christianity. He agrees with the beliefs of most men and most of the time. It has nothing to do with any of the sciences. Moral Investment
The purpose of the Letters of the Creep is "not to speculate on diabolical life, but to shed light fromNew angle on the life of men... for moral investment - all white blacks and whites all whiteThe humor that comes from talking through a totally humorous person. "Apparently the most bright demons, like the most sympathetic people, they take too
seriously! Cs Lewis wrote 31 cards. Here are the highest moments of all of them with a simple list of letters and their topics in case you want to look for certain issues instead of reading this directly through: letter about love for love for Love for love for love for love for love for love for love for love for love for love for the love of God, letter of love for
love for love for love For the love, letter of the word ... Is it a surprising way for a devil to go to another? Maybe not when you consider, as Lewis does it in her preface, that "the biggest evil It is now done in those sórdidos 'of the crimes' that Dickens loved to paint. It is not done even in concentration fields and work fields. In those we see its end But
it’s designed and tidy... in clean, carpeted, heated and well-lit offices, with quiet men with white collars and chopped nails and soft, shaved cheeks that don’t need to raise their voices... my symbol Because hell is something like the bureaucracy of a police state or the offices of a concern completely unpleasant commercial ... On the surface, manners
are usually smooth... From time to time... the scalded lava of their hatred burst forth. “So, what does the Devil Senior write to his junior? Screwtape describes Wormwood’s human victim as a patient and God as an enemy. He begins by wondering if Wormerwood is being naive in bombarding the patient with reading and materialistic friends: “It
sounds like he assumed that that argument was the way to keep him out of the clutches of the enemy. That might have been like that if he had lived a few centuries earlier. At that time humans still knew it pretty well when you tried something and when it wasn’t; And if it was shown that they really believed it. They are still connected to thinking with
doing and were prepared to alter their way of life as a result of a chain of reasoning. But... We have greatly altered that... Jergon, I’m not arguing, is your best ally to keep you from the church. Don’t waste time trying to make him think that materialism is true! Do it, I think it’s strong or rigid or courageous, which is the philosophy of the future. That’s
the kind of thing he cares about. “The problem about the discussion is that it moves all the fight into the enemy’s ground. You can also argue; while in the really practical propaganda of the kind that I suggest has been shown for centuries to find largely the inferior of our inferior father. . By the very act of arguing, the patient’s reason is awakened ...
“Thanks to the processes we set up in the work on them many They find it, but it is impossible to believe in the unknown, while the relative is before his eyes. .... above all, do not try to use science (I mean the realAs a defense against Christianity. They will be positively encouraged to think about realities that can not touch and see. There have been
sad cases among modern physics ... the best of all is to let it read, do not read science, but give it a great general idea that everything is known and that everything that happens, has picked up in a casual talk and reading . It is 'the results of modern research'. "Remember that you have there to open it, from the way some of you speak, anyone,
someone would mean that it was our work to teach! Your Cariño Tão, Screwtape". (CS Lewis, like a faithful Christian, well-educated, knew that the Bible teaches that all angelic beings were created at the same time, so, therefore, none of family links or age differences exist between The angels and the demons. Maybe Lewis could not resist
humanizing his literary. Devils a little since he explains in the preface, "the work I had to project me while talking through Screwtape was all dust, grain, thirst and itching. All traces of beauty, freshness and genius should be excluded. ") Letter 2 in Anticlímax after the belief" my beloved wormwood, note with the unpleasant tomb that his patient has
become a Christian . Do not enjoy the hope that the usual penalties escape ... Meanwhile, we must do the best. Of the situation, there is no need to despair; hundreds of "converts" adults have been recovered after a brief stay in The Campame NTO of the enemy and are now with us. " That reflects the buban truth of 1 John 2:19: "They left us, but they
were not from us; because if they had been from us, they would have continued with us." (Click here to get more information about the doctrine of eternal security). Screwtape reminds himwood that the patient of him is a true Christian or one on behalf, "all the heals of the both mentally and physically, they are still in our favor. One of our great allies
today is the church itself. Don’t get me wrong. I don’t mean the church as we see it extended. All time and space and rooted in eternity, terrible as an army with banners. That, I confess, is a spectacle that makes our tentators more audacious are restless. But luckily it is quite invisible to these humans. Everything that your patient see is the Gótico
Half of End Building .... When he arrives at his peach and look around him, he sees only that selection of his neighbors whom he has even avoided ... he may know that One of them is a great warrior on the enemy's side. It does not matter ... as long as any of those neighbors cante from the melody, or have boots that chill, or double chin, or strange
clothes, the patient will easily believe that his religion must therefore be ridicule .. . Never let him ask how he was expecting. Mantán Every confused in his mind ... "He works hard, then, in the Deception or Anticlimax that certainly comes to the patient during his first weeks as an ecclesiastic. The enemy allows this disappointment to occur in the
threshold of each effort human. It occurs when the child who has been enchanted ... by Stories of the Odyssey goes to learn Greek. It occurs when lovers have married and begin the true task of learning to live together. in each department of Life marks the transition from the SOÑERIO aspiration to the laborious ... there is our chance. But also,
remember, there is our danger. If once they go through this initial dryness with success, They become much less dependent on emotion and therefore much more difficult to tempt. " Letter 3 on PinPricks Domers "My dear Wormwood, I am very happy for what you tell me about the relationships of this man with his mother. But you must press your
advantage. The enemy will work from the center out, bringing gradually every time More from the behavior of the patient under the new standard, and can reach his behavior to the elderly at any time ...-build between you and that A good seated habit of mutual discomfort: Pinpricks daily. El el Methods are useful: 1. “Keep your mind on the inner life
... or rather to that very redacted version ... which is all you should allow to see ... Keep your mind from the most elementary tasks leading to the most advanced and spiritual ones. Get worse that the most useful human characteristic: horror and abandonment of the obvious. You must bring him to a condition where he can practice self-examination...
without discovering any of those facts about himself. that are perfectly clear to anyone who has lived in the same house with him or worked in the same office. 2. “It is certainly impossible to prevent your prayer for your mother, but we have means to represent harmless prayers. . Make sure that you are always very “spiritual”, that you will always
worry about the state of your soul and never with your rheumatism .... Your attention will be kept as far as your sins are concerned, for which, with a little. Orientation of you, may be induced to mean any of your actions that are inconvenient or irritating to yourself... “When two humans have lived together for many years, it usually happens that each
has tones of voice and facial expressions that are almost insolubly irritating to the other. Work on that. Take fully to the consciousness of your patient that particularly the elevation of your mother’s eyebrows ... and let him think how much he dislikes. Let him assume he knows how annoying. It is and does it to annoy... Never let her suspect that she
has tones and seems to similarly annoy her... 4. “In civilized life, domestic hatred is usually expressed by saying things that would seem quite harmless on paper. ... but in such a voice, or at such a time, th In them are not far from a blow to the face ... your patient should demand that all his statements should be taken at face value and judge simply on
the actual words, while to the judging all her mother’s statements. the ... The most exaggerated interpretation of the And... suspicion of intent... You know the kind of thing: "I just ask what time dinner will be and it gets in a bad mood." Once this habit is well established, you have the enchanting situation of a human saying things for the express
purpose of offending and yet having a complaint when the offense is taken." "Dear Wormwood, The fans' suggestions of his last letter warn me that it is time for him to write fully about the painful theme of prayer... The best, where possible, is to keep the patient away from the serious intention of praying completely... It can be persuaded to point to
something entirely spontaneous, internal, informal, and unregulated, in which the actual concentration of will and intelligence do not have part... At least, [humans] can be persuaded that the body position does not make any difference in their prayers; for they constantly forget what you should always remember: that they are animals and that
everything that your bodies do affects your souls. It is curious how mortals always imagine us by putting things in their minds; in reality, our best work is done by keeping things out. "If this fails, you must resort to a more subtle wrong direction... Every time they attend to the Enemy we are defeated, but there are ways to prevent them from doing so.
The simplest is to turn his gaze from Him to themselves... But, of course, the Enemy will not be inactive in the meantime. Whenever there is prayer, there is danger of his own immediate action. He is cynically indifferent to the dignity of His position, and ours, as pure spirits, and to human animals kneeling He pours out his self-knowledge in a rather
shameless way. But even if He defeats your first attempt to deflect you, we have a more subtle weapon. Humans do not come from that direct perception of Him that we, unhappyly, cannot help. They've never known that dreadful luminosity,glowing and abrasive that makes the bottom ofto our lives. If you look in your patient's mind when he is
praying, you will not find that .... There will be images derived from enemy images as it appeared in the discredited episode known as the incarnation; You will have more vague images ... associated with the other two people ... if you ever consciously directs your prayers â € ™ no to what I think you are but what you know itself that you are ', our
Situation is ... desperate. Once all your thoughts and images have been thrown aside or, if you preserve, preserved with full recognition of its merely subjective nature, and man trusts the presence completely real, external and invisible, there l In the room ... then it is when the incalculable can occur. To avoid this situation «The real nudity of the soul
in prayer» â € "will help you the fact that humans do not want it as much as they believe. There are such a thing as it gets more than they negotiated! "Letter 5 about the uses and dangers of the war Â« My dear Wormwood ... You say you're «Hairdry of joy» Because humans Europeans have begun another of their wars. [The Screwtape cards were
written during World War II.] You are not delirious, just are drunk ... For the first time in your career you have tried that wine that is the reward of all our work, the anguish and the Perplexity of a human soul, and it has been climbed to the head ... Do not allow no temporary excitation to distract you from the true business to undermine faith and
prevent the training of virtues. I do not lack ... A complete story of the patient's reactions to war, so that we can consider if it is likely to do more well, making it an extreme patriot or a burning pacifist. There are all kinds of possibilities. Meanwhile, I must warn you that he does not wait too much of a war. «Of course a war is entertaining. The
immediate fear and the suffering of the It is a legitimate and pleasant refreshment for our mirries. Miradas workers. But how well does it always do us unless we use it to bring souls to Our Father below? When I see the temporary suffering of humans who finally escape from us, I feel as if they had allowed me to try the first dish of a rich banquet and
then deny the rest. It's worse than not having tried at all. Therefore, let us think of how to use, instead of how to enjoy, this European war. Because it has certain inherent tendencies that, in themselves, are in no way in our favor. We can expect a lot of cruelty and impiety. But, if we are not careful, we will see that thousands of people turn to this
tribulation towards the enemy, while tens of thousands who do not come so far, however, will see their attention diverted from themselves to values and causes that believe superior to themselves... Devil’s Choice? «Consider also what undesirable deaths occur in times of war. Men are killed in places where they knew they could be killed, and those
who go, if they are in the entire group of the enemy, prepared. How much better for us if all humans died in expensive nursing homes among lieing doctors, lying nurses, friends who lie, as we have trained them, promising the dying life, fostering the belief that the disease excuses all indulgence, and even ... retaining any suggestion of a priest so that
he would not betray the sick man his true condition! And how disastrous for us is the continual memory of the death that war reinforces. One of our best weapons, the happy world, becomes useless. In time of war not even a human can believe that he will live forever." Letter 6 on Suspension and Anxiety, Benevolence and Malicia Barricadas al Alma
«My dear Wormwood, I am happy to know that the age and profession of your patient make possible, but not sure, that will be called to serviceWe want you to be in the utmost uncertainty, so your mind will be filled with contradictory images of theEach one of whom awakens hope or fear. There is nothing like suspense and anxiety by barricing the
mind of a human against the enemy. He wants men to worry about what they do; Our business is to keep them thinking about what will happen to them. "His patient, of course, has picked up the idea that he must undergo the patience of the will of the enemy. What the enemy means this is mainly that he should accept with patience the tribulation that
has really been treated," the current anxiety And the suspense. It is about this that daily bread will be provided ... an important spiritual law is involved ... In all the activities of the mind that favor our cause, encourage the patient to ... concentrated in the object, but In all the activities favorable to the enemy, bending his mind again: Let an insult or a
woman's body so fix his attention to that he does not reflect "Now I'm entering the state called in anger" or the state Called Lujuria. According to the fact that the reflection "my feelings are now going more devotees, or more charitable", so I fix your attention towards the interior that you do not look more from yourself to see To our enemy or his own
neighbors ... 1. Fantasia, 2. intellect, 3. "I will do whatever you want, there will be a benevolent, as well as a malice, in the soul of your patient. The good is to direct the malice to his immediate neighbors to those who realize all days and push their benevolence to the remote circumference, people who do not know. Malice becomes totally real and
benevolence largely imaginary. There is nothing good at the inflammation of his hatred to the Germans, yes, at the same time, a pernicious habit of Charity is growing between him and his mother, his employer and the man who becomes on the train. Think of his man as a series of concluding circles, his will be the most internal, his intellect that
comes Next, and his fantasy. You can hardly expect, immediately, exclude from all the circles everything that From the enemy: but you must continue pushing all the virtues outwards until finally they are located in the circle of the fantasy, and all the desirable qualities inward towards the will. It is only to the extent that they reach the will and are
incarnated in habits that the virtues are really fatal for us ... all kinds of virtues painted in the fantasy or approved by the intellect or even, to a certain extent, loved. and admired, will not keep a man from our father's house: In fact, they can make it more fun when I get there. "Letter 7 at all extremes, except ... Decencive COMMIC
REPRESENTATION" My dear Wormwood, Me I ask that you should ask me if it is essential to keep the patient in ignorance of his own existence. That question, at least for the current phase of the fight, has been answered by us by the high command. Our politics, for the moment, is to hide us. Of course, this has not always been so. We really face a
cruel dilemma. When humans do not believe in our existence, we lose all the pleasant results of direct terrorism, and we do not make magicians. On the other hand, when they believe in us, we can not make materialists and scheres. At least not yet. I have a lot of hope that we learn in due time how to thrill up and miturate their science to such an
extent that what is, in fact, a belief in us (although not under that name) will crawl while the human mind remains closed to belief The enemy ... the fact that 'demons' are predominantly covical figures in modern imagination will help you. If any suspicion of your existence begins to emerge in your mind, it suggests a picture of something in the red
stockings, and persuading it that, since you can not believe in that ... therefore, you can not believe in ti ... "Extremes, except the extreme devotion to the enemy, will encourage ... some ages are warm and complacent, Then it is our business to calm them even more quickly. Other ages ... are unbalanced and prone to the feat, and Is our business to
inflave them ... we want the church to be small, not only that fewer men can meet the enemy, but also that those who do can acquire the uncomfortable intensity and the defensive justice of a secret society or A clique. . Of course, the Church is, of course, very defended, and even have not managed to give all the characteristics of a feat; But the
subordinate factions within it have often produced admirable results. "Prefering brochures on prayers, let your patient begin to treat patriotism or pacifism, for example, as part of his religion." Then, I know it, it comes to consider it as most important. Part ... The attitude in which he wants to protect himself is that in which temporary issues are
treated mainly as material for obedience. Once you have done an end to the world, and faith is a means, it has almost won your man, and makes very little difference, what kind of end of the world is chasing. Provided that meetings, brochures, policies, movements, causes and crusades are more important so that prayers and sacraments and charity, it
is ours ours. "Ã, letter 8 in dried spells or Toughs "My dear Wormwood, so that you have great hopes that the religious phase of the patient is dying, 'Are you? ... Have you ever told you about the law of URBAÃ ± a? Humans are amphibians: Middle and a half animal. (The determination of the enemy of producing such a disgusting hybrid was one of
the things that determined our father to withdraw his support from him). So spitus that belong to the eternal world, but as animals live time. This means that, although your spirit can be directed to an eternal object, your bodies, passions and imaginations are on a continuous change, since to be in time it means changing. Its closest approach to
perseverance ... is a rippling, the return repeated to level from which they retreat repeatedly, a series of channels and peaks. If I'd seen your patient carefully, you'd have seen this wave in all the departments ofLife: their interest in their work, their affection for their friends, their physical appetites, they all go up and down ... Flowing into the channel
“to decide what is the best use of this, you must ask who uses the enemy wants to do it, and then do the opposite ... may surprise him to learn that ... it is based on the channels even more than on the peaks ... we want them to finally become food; He wants servants who can finally become sons. We want to suck, he wants to give himself. We are
empty and we will be full; It’s full and flows down... that’s where the first ones come... Their ignoble idea is to eat the cake and have it; Creatures must be one with Him, but yet, simply to cancel them out, or assimilate them, they will not serve. He’s prepared to do a little override at first. He will shut them down with the communications of His
presence which, although weak, seemed to them very good ... but he never allows this state of affairs to last long ... Leave the child. ..to carry out the duties alone of will that have lost all tastes. It is during such channel periods, much more than during peak periods, that you are growing into the kind of creature you want it to be. Therefore, the
prayers that are offered in the dry state are those that please you best... But, of course, the channels allow opportunities at our side also “. Letter 9 with moderation and phases. . I have always found that the channel periods of the human urban provide an excellent opportunity for all sensual temptations, particularly those of sex. This may surprise
you because, of course, there is more physical energy, and therefore more potential appetite, at peak periods; But you must remember that the powers of resistance are also higher... The attack has a much better chance of success when man’s inner world is monotonous and cold and empty ... it is much more likely that you will make your be a drunk
sound forDrink in him ... when he is bored and tired that encouraging him to use it as a means of joy among his friends when he is happy ... never forget that when we are dealing with any pleasure in his healthy, normal form and satisfying, we are, in a certain sense, on the enemy's field. I know that we have won many souls through pleasure.
However, it is its invention, not ours: all our investigation so far has not allowed us to produce one. All we can do is encourage humans to take the pleasures that our enemy has sometimes produced, or in ways, or degrees that it has banned. Therefore, we always try to work away from the natural condition of any pleasure towards that in which it is
less natural, less remiling of its creator, and less pleasant. An increasing longing for a growing pleasure is the formula. It is safer; And it's better style. Get the soul of man and not give anything in return, that's what really glad the heart of our father ... Moderation and apathe make us vulnerable Â «Make it accept the low temperature of your spirit
and little by little to settle With her, persuading yourself that it is not so low after everything. Within a week or two will be feeling doubting if the first days of Christianity were not, perhaps, a little excessive. Talk to him about the "moderation in all things." If once you can take it to the point of thinking that the religion is very good to a certain extent ',
you can feel very happy with the soul of him. A moderate religion is as good for us as no religion, and more fun. Beware of discarding the truth Â «Another possibility is to attack directly to your faith ... Of course, there is no conceivable way to reach the reason for the proposal â € ™ I am losing interest in this' to the proposal Â € ™ This is false '. But,
as I said before, you have to trust the jargon, not in the reason. The mere phase of words very likely the trick. I suppose the creature has gone through several of them before. before. that always feels superior and condescending to those who have arisen, not because he has really criticized them, but simply because they are in the past ... Keep your
mind out of smooth antithesis between true and false. [Use] Good gloomy expressions: 'It was a phase', '' I've been through all that, 'don't forget the blessed word' teen.' Letter 10 in worldly friends who imply complicity" my Dear Wormwood ... The middle-aged couple who called his office is just the kind of people we want you to know, rich, intelligent,
superficially intellectual, and brilliantly skeptical about everything... that you saw have made good use of all its social, sexual and intellectual vanity. Tell me more. Did you commit deeply? I don't mean words. There is a subtle game of looks and tones and laughter for which a mortal can imply that he is of the same party as those to whom he is
speaking. That is the kind of betrayal that should be especially encouraged, because man does not fully realize himself; and at the time he does, there will be difficulty in retreating. "Undoubtedly, he must realize that his own faith is in direct opposition to the assumptions on which the whole conversation of his new friends is based ... Persuad him to
postpone any open recognition of the fact, and this with help. From shame, pride, modesty and vanity, they will be easy to do. As long as the position lasts, it will be in a false position. He will be silent when he should speak and laugh when he must be silent. He will make it Suppose, at first only by his way, but currently by his words, all kinds of
cynical and skeptical attitudes that are not really his. But if you play it well, they can become his. All mortals tend to become the thing they are Pretending to be... "I delay as long as possible at the time when you realize this new pleasure as a temptation. Since theof the enemy have been preaching about 'El Mundo' as one of the great standard
temptations Two thousand years, this could seem difficult to do. But fortunately, they have said very little about it during the last decades ... I see some of the ancient warnings about worldly vanities, the choice of friends and the value of time. All that, his patient would probably be classified as "puritanism", and I can comment on approved that the
value we have given to that word is one of the really solid triumphs of the last a hundred years? Therefore, he rescue thousands of humans of temperance, chastity and sobriety of life annually. "Sooner or later, however, the true nature of his new friends must be clear to him ... if he is a fool big enough, he can make him go of the fear of friends only
while N absent; Your presence can be made to sweep all the critical ones. If this has success, it can be induced to live ... Two parallel lives; Not only will it seem to be, but it will be, a different man in each One of the circles that frequently. Fail this ... He can teach himself to enjoy kneeling next to the grocery store on Sunday, just because he
remembers that the grocery store could not understand the urban and mocking world that lived the Saturday night; and contrary, to enjoy the friends [mundane] all the friends more because he is aware of a world "deeper", "spiritual" ... they can not understand ... by So, being permanently treacherous at least two sets of people, you will feel, instead
of V Ergünza, a continuous current of self-satisfaction. Finally, if everything else fails, you can persuade him, I have a challenge the conscience, to continue with the new acquaintance on the basis that he is, somehow not specified, making these people "they are Well "by the mere fact of drinking his cocks and laughing at his jokes, and stop doing it.
Let 'pragic', 'Intolerant,' and (of course) 'Puritano'. "While ... takes the obvious precaution to see that this new development induces you to spend more than you can afford and neglect your work and your mother. She is.and the alarm, and its growing evasiveness or rudeness, will be inestimable for the aggravation of internal tension." Letter 11 on
Humor Uses and Abuses "My dear Wormwood ... I am especially happy to hear that the two new friends have now made him known with all their ensemble. All of this, as I find in the register office, are completely reliable people; constant scoffers and worldlings who, without any spectacular crime, are progressing quietly and comfortably towards our
Father's house. You talk about being big laughter. I trust that this doesn't mean you're under the impression that laughter... is always in our favor... Divide the causes of human laughter in joy, fun, the thriving of the joke, and patience. You will see the first among friends and lovers gathered on the eve of a vacation. Adults usually provide some pretext
on the Jokes' way, but the installation with which the smallest ingenuities produce laughter at that time shows that they are not the real cause. What the real cause is that we don't know. Something like that is expressed in much of that detestable art that humans call Music, and something like that in Heaven.... The laughter of this kind does not do us
well and must always be discouraged. Moreover, the phenomenon is in itself repugnant and a direct insult to the realism, dignity and austerity of hell. "The Fun is closely related to Joy, a kind of emotional frost that arises from the game instinct. It's very little use for us. Sometimes it can be used, of course, to divert humans from something else that
the Enemy wants them to feel or do: but in itself it has totally undesirable tendencies; it promotes charity, value, contentment and many other evils. "The Joke Proper, which rotates in the sudden perception of incongruity, is a much more promising field. I'm not thinking mainly about indecent or malhumorated humor,Although heavily dependent on
second-degree temptors, it is often disappointing in its results.... The El The use of Chistes or Humor is in [those] that take their "sense of humor" so seriously that a deficiency in this sense is almost the only deficiency they feel ashamed of. The humor is for them the grace of life that all consoles... and every excuse. Therefore, it is priceless as a means
of destroying shame... The mere cowardice is shameful; the cowardice of which boasts with humorous exaggerations... can be made to be funny... A thousand insidious jokes, or even blasphemous, do not help a man's condemnation as much as the discovery that almost anything he wants to do can be done, not only without disapproval but with the
admiration of his fellow men, even if only it can be treated as a joke... "But frivolity is the best of everything. First, it's very economical. Only a intelligent human can make a real joke about virtue, or indeed about anything else.... Among the frivolous people it is always assumed that the joke has been made. No one really does; but every serious issue is
discussed in a way that implies that they have already found a ridiculous side in it. If it is prolonged, the habit of Flippancy accumulates around a man the best armor against the Enemy I know, and is quite free from the dangers inherent in other laughter sources. It is thousands of miles from joy; instead of sharpening the intellect, and does not stir up
any affection among those who practice it." Letter 12 on the safest way to hell away from the sun «My dear Wormwood, Obviously you are making excellent progress. My only fear is that in trying to rush the patient does not wake him to a sense of his true position. Because you and I, who see that position as it really is, should never forget how
completely different it should look to him. We know that we have introduced a change of direction in its course that is already pulling it out of its orbit around the Enemy; but it is taken from itto imagine that all the decisions that have made this change of course areand revokeable. You should not be allowed to suspect that now, as slowly as it may be,
it moves directly from the sun in a line that will lead you to the cold and dark of the farthest space. vague uneasiness «For this reason I am almost happy to hear that he is still going to church. I know that there are dangers in this; but anything is better than realizing the rupture you have made with the first months of your Christian life. While you
externally keep the habits of a Christian, you can still think of yourself as someone who has adopted some new friends and diversions, but whose spiritual status is very similar to that of six weeks ago. and while he thinks that, we do not have to deal with the explicit repentance of a defined, fully recognized sin, but only with his vague, although he is
restless feeling that he has not been very well lately. let the sleeping worms lie «This weak concern needs careful handling. If you get too strong you can wake him up and spoil the whole game. if that feeling is allowed to live, but it is not allowed to become irresistible and flourish in real repentance. increases the patient's reluctance to think of the
enemy. When thinking about it involves facing and intensifying a whole vague, semi-conscious cloud of guilt, this reluctance multiplies by ten. They hate every idea to suggest, as well as men in financial shame hate the same view of a bank notebook. In this state your patient will not omit, but will increasingly dislike you, with religious duties. He will
think of them as little as he feels decently capable beforehand, and will forget them as soon as possible when they are finished. A few weeks ago you had to tempt him to unreality and to inattention in prayers: but now you will find him opening your arms and almost supplicating you to distract his purpose and numb his heart. your goal will be to let
the goans restLooking at a dead fire in a cold room Â «As this condition is fully established, fully, You will gradually free yourself from the tired business of providing pleasures as temptation. As the restlessness and your reluctance to face it, it reduces it more and more of all true happiness, and when the habit makes the pleasures of vanity and
emotion and flippoancy at the same time less pleasant and harder to give up (that’s why the habit, what is it? Fortunately it does it to a Pleasure) You will find that anything or nothing is enough to attract your wandering attention. You no longer need a good book, which you really like, to keep you from your prayer or your work or your dream; A
column of announcements in yesterday’s document will do. You can make him waste his time, not only in conversation, enjoy with people he likes, but also in conversations with those he cares about, on subjects that bores him. You can do nothing at all for long periods. You can keep it at the end of the night, not gnawing, but looking at a dead fire in a
cold room. All the healthy and outgoing activities we want you to avoid can be inhibited and nothing given in return ... “He will say that these are very small sins... Remember, the only thing that matters is the extent to which you separate the man from the enemy. No matter how small the sins are, as long as their cumulative effect is to turn away from
the man of light and go into nothingness. Murder is no better than cards if cards can do the trick. In fact, the safest road to hell is the gradual, gentle slope, gentle underfoot, no sudden turns, no milestones, no signs”. Letter 13 on real repentance and real pleasures “My dear Wormwood ... a repentance and renewal ... on the scale you describe is a
defeat of the first order ... First of all it allowed the patient to read a book He really enjoyed it, because he enjoyed it and not to make smart comments about it to his new friends. In second place, you walk to the old mill and have tea, walk for a walk.that he really likes, and taken alone. In other words, you allowed him two true positive pleasures. You
were as ignorant as to not see the danger of this? The characteristics of Dolores and Pleasures are unmistakably real, and therefore ... give the man that feels them a touchstone of reality. So if you had tried to condemn your man by the romantic method submerged in self-compassion by imaginary anguish, you would try to protect him at all costs from
any real pain, because, of course, five minutes of genuine tooth pain would reveal the romantic pains by the nonsense they were and expose all your stratagem. But you were trying to condemn your patient around the world, that is, patting vanity, bullying, irony and costly tedious as pleasures. How could you not have seen that a real pleasure was the
last thing you should have let him know? Didn't you foresee that it would end all the deception that you so laboriously taught him to value? And that the kind of pleasure that the book and the walk gave him was the most dangerous of all? That he'd take off... the kind of bark you've been forming... and make him feel like he was coming home,
recovering? As a prelude to separating him from the Enemy, you wanted to separate him from yourself, and had made some progress in doing so. Now, all that's undone. “Of course I know that the enemy also wants to separate men from themselves, but in a different way.... When He speaks of His loss of Himself, He only means to abandon the cry of
His own will; once they have done so, He really returns all of His personality to them, and boasts (I fear, sincerely) that when they are totally His they will be more themselves than ever. Therefore, while He is delighted to see you sacrificing even His innocent wills to His, He hates to see you away from His own nature for any otherAnd we should
always encourage them to do it.... It always is.replace the standards of the world, or persuasion, or fashion, by a human’s own tastes and real slips. I’d take this very far myself. I would make it a rule to eradicate from my patient any strong personal taste that is not actually a sin, even if it is something quite trivial as a hobby to... pick up stamps or
drink cocoa.... There is a kind of innocence, humility and self-perception about them that I distrust. The man who truly and unselfishly enjoys anything in the world, for his own good, and no matter what two pence others say about it, is for that very fact preposed against some of our subtlest modes of attack. You should always try to get the patient to
abandon the people or the food or books he really likes in favor of the ’better' people, the ’right' food, the ’important' books... “We continue to consider how we can recover from this disaster. It’s best to keep him from doing anything As long as you don’t turn it into action, no matter how much you think about this new repentance... No amount of piety
in your imagination and affections will hurt us if we can keep it out of your will... The more often you feel without acting, the less you will be able to act and, in the long run, the less you will be able to feel.” Letter 14 on True Humility “My dear Wormwood, the most alarming thing about your last account of the patient is that you are not making any of
those safe resolutions that marked your original conversion. No more promises of perpetual virtue... but only a hope for daily and hourly piety to satisfy the daily and hourly temptation! This is so bad... Your patient has become humble; Have you drawn their attention to the fact? All virtues are less formidable to us once man is aware that he has them,
but this is especially true of humility.... “For this virtue, as for all others, our Enemy wants to turn away the attention of the from himself to him, and at al Neighbors... Therefore, you must hide from the patient the true end of humility. Let him think, not like forgetting himself, but like... Low opinion ... of your own talents and character ... To anticipate
the enemy's strategy, we must consider its objectives. The enemy wants to bring man into a mood in which he could design the best cathedral in the world, and know that it is the best, and rejoices in fact, without being more... I'm glad I did. of what it would be if it had been done by another. The enemy wants it, in the end, to be so free of any bias in
his own favor that he can rejoice in his own talents so frankly and with gratitude as in the talents of his neighbor ... He wants to kill his love of animal love. as soon as possible; But it is their long-term policy, I fear, to restore them a new kind of self-love, a charity and gratitude for all beings, including their own ... "Your effort, therefore, will be to get
the mind of man from the subject of his own value completely. I would prefer that man believed himself a great architect or a great poet and then forgot, that should spend a lot of time and pain trying to think of himself. Your efforts to inculcate either VAINGLORY or FALSE MODICIA IN THE PATIENT, therefore you will find yourself on the side of the
enemy with the obvious reminder that a man is not usually called to have an opinion of his own talents, as he can move on. Improve them to the best of their ability without deciding on their own precise niche in the temple of fame ... The enemy will also try to make it real in the mind of the patient... the doctrine that was not created, that his talents
gave them, and that they could be proud of the CO. Lor of his hair ... even of his sins, the enemy does not want him to think too much: once they repent, the sooner man turns his attention out, the better the enemy is pleased." Letter 15 in thevs. Past and futureDear Wormoodwood, I had realized ... that humans were taking a calm in their European
war ... and I am not surprised that there is a corresponding calm in the anxieties of the patient. Will we encourage this or keep it worried? The tortured fear and stupid confidence are both desirable states of the mind. Our choice between them poses important questions. Humans live on time, but our enemy destines them to eternity. Therefore, I
think, he wants him to attend two things, to eternity in Sã and at that point of time they call the present. For the present it is the point where eternity plays. Of the present moment, and of it only, humans have an experience analogous to the experience that our enemy has of reality as a whole; In it is only offered freedom and currently. Therefore, he
would have them ... either meditating in his eternal union, or separation of himself, or otherwise obeying the current voice of consciousness, with the current cross, receiving the current grace, giving thanks for the present pleasure . "Our business is to get them away from the eternal and ... the present ... Sometimes we tenta a human (I gave a widow
or a scholar) to live in the past. But this is limited value, because they have a bit of real knowledge of the past ... it is much better to do that they live in the future. Biological need makes all their passions point to that direction, so that thought about the future influences hope and fear ... from there Estimulus we have given ... thought schemes, such as
creative evolution, scientific humanism or communism ... Almost all vices are rooted in the future. Gratitude looks at past and love to the present; the greed of fear, lust, and ambition look forward ... "The enemy also wants men to think about the future, it is only necessary, so it is necessary to plan the acts of or charity that will probably be your duty
tomorrow ... your material is borrowed from the future; duty, like all duties, is inPresent .... but we want a man ... pursued by the visions of an imminent sky or hell on earth, ready to break the commandments of the enemy in the present if we do that we do, I think it can reach the one Or avoid it. The other .... We want a career perpetually at the
search of the end of the rainbow, never honest, nor kind or happy now ... ", his man can be smooth about the future, not because he is concerned about the present, But because it has been convinced that the future is going to be pleasant. While that is the real course of your tranquility, your tranquility will do us well, because you are only
accumulating ... Decept and ... Impatience and ... Impatience ... When your false hopes are cumpous. If, on the other hand, he is aware that horrors can be in the store for him and are praying for the virtues they face and, meanwhile, it is They encounter with the present with the present because there, and there alone, all duty, all grace, all
knowledge, and all pleasure inhabiting, their state is very undesirable and should be attacked at the same time. " The letter 16 in the Church jumping "my dear Wormwood, mentioned casually at his last letter that the patient has continued to attend a church, and one, since he became, and that he is not completely satisfied with that ... Â Do you
realize that unless you are due to indifference is something very bad? ... If a man can not heal himself from the church, it is best to send him ... Looking for the Church that 'Fits Ã © l. Until it becomes a watcher or connoisseur of churches. " The reasons are obvious. First, the [local church] should always be attacked because, being a unit of place and
not wanting, brings people from different classes and psychology together in the type of unity that the enemy's wishes ... in the second place , the search for a 'adequate' church makes man a critic where the enemy wants a student. What you want ... is an attitude that can, in fact, be critical in the sense of rejecting what is false or useless ... ...is based
on uncommitted and humble receptivity to any food ... There is hardly any sermon, or any book, that may not be dangerous to us if received in this genius ... “The two churches closest to him ... have certain grievances. In the first ... it is a man who has been so long that he has pledged to water the faith so that it will be easier for a supposedly
unbelieving and hard congregation that it is now that it moves its parishioners with its unbelief. , not vice versa. He has undermined many Christianity of one soul... in the other church we have Father Spike... Man cannot get preaching anything that is not calculated to beat, afflict, puzzle or humiliate his Parents and friends ... there is also a promising
streak of dishonesty in him; We are teaching him to say ’the teaching of the Church is' when it really means ’I’m almost certain that I read recently ... . '”There’s a good point, both churches have in common, both are feast churches ... if the patient can’t keep out of the church, he, at least, must be violently attached to a feast inside it. I don’t mean
really doctrinal problems; About those who, the more lukewarm, the better. And they are not doctrines in which they rely primarily on producing malice. The real fun is working with hatred between those who say “mass” and ... “Holy Communion” when none of the parties could possibly indicate the difference between, say, the doctrine of Hooker and
Thomas Aquinas'... and all things purely indiﬀerent. â ̈ ̈ “Sails and clothes [and music] â ̈” are admirable ground for our activities. He’s taken us far from men’s minds. What that fellow Pestilent used to teach... that unscrupulous humans should always give in to the unscrupulous human... You would expect to ﬁnd the “low', the churchman genuﬂecting
and crossing. so that the weak conscience of your brother “high” can move to irreverence, and the "high" that abstains from those exercises so that it betrays betrayalBrother 'low' in idolatry. And it would have been, but for our incessant work. Without that, the... Church ... could have become a positive seed of charity and humility. Letra 17 in
Glottony "My dear worm, the despictive way he spoke of gluttony as a means to catch souls... shows only his ignorance. One of the great achievements of the last one hundred years has been to cushion human consciousness on that subject, so that at this point you will hardly find a preached sermon or a concerned conscience for it ... This has been
done to a great extent by concentrating all our efforts on the gull of delicacy, not the gull of excess. Your patient's mother... It's a good example... your whole life is enslaved to this kind of sensuality, which is quite hidden by the fact that the quantities involved are small. But what does the quantities matter, whenever we can use a human belly and
palate? To produce a theory, impatience, inaccessibility and concern for itself? ... She's a positive terror for the hostesses and servants... Always turning from what you've offered to her to say with a little disbursed sigh and a smile, 'Oh, please, please... all I want is a teacup, weak but not too weak, and the smallest bit of really crunchy toast. See? For
what you want is smaller and less expensive than you have put before it, she never recognizes as her determination to get what you want, so it is problematic can be for others ... "Your belly now dominates her. The woman is in what can be called the mood "all I want." All you want is a cup of tea made properly, or an egg properly boiled, or a slice of
toasted bread properly. But she never finds any servant or friend who can do these things."because her" correctly "hiddens an insatiable demand for exact pleasures, and almost impossible, that imagines that she remembers the past ... when her senses were more satisfied and she hadof other types that made her less dependent on those at the table.
Meanwhile, the daily disappointment produces a bad temper every day: the cooks give notice and the friends get cold.... “Now, your patient is his mother’s son. You should not neglect a little quiet infiltration in relation to gluttony.... Males are the best turned into gluttons with the help of their vanity. You should think very carefully about the food...
having found the only restaurant... where the steaks are “properly” cooked. What begins as vanity can gradually become habit.... Bring him to the state where denial of any indulgence... takes him out. “Mere excess food is far less valuable than delicacy. Its main use is as a kind of artillery preparation for attacks against chastity. In that, as in any other
subject, keep your man in a condition of false spirituality. Never let him notice the medical aspect. Let him wonder what pride or lack of faith has given him into his hands when a simple investigation of what he has been eating or drinking for the last twenty-four hours would show him where his munition comes from and thus allow him for a very little
abstinence to endanger his lines. of communication. If he should think of the medical side of chastity, feed him the great lie ... that excessive physical exercise and consequent fatigue are especially favorable to this virtue. How can you believe this in the face of the notorious lust of sailors and soldiers, you may well ask... But this whole business is too
big to deal with on the tail end of a letter.” Letter 18 on Sexual Temptation “The Enemy’s demand on human beings takes the form of a dilemma: total abstinence or monogamy without mitigation. Since our Father’s first great victory [the fall of mankind, as recorded in Genesis 3 in the Bible], we have made them very to the first. This last ... we have
been closing as a way to escape ... persuading humans than And, in general, the short-term phenomenon that call "being in love" is the only respectable foundation for marriage; that marriage can, and should make this emotion permanent; And that a marriage that does not do is no longer binding. This idea is our parody of an idea that came from the
enemy. "All the philosophy of hell rests on the recognition of the axiom that one ... the self is not another one ... ã, what one earns another loses. Even an inanimate object is what is excluding all other objects of space. It occupies; if it expands, it does, pushing other objects on one side or absorbing them ... 'to be' means 'being in competition'. Now, the
philosophy of the enemy is ... a continuous attempt to evade This very obvious truth. Mother a contradiction. Things must be many, but somehow one. The good of oneself is to be the good of another. Is the impossibility of what calls love, and ... It can be detected under everything that does and even everything that is ... Thus, is not happy, even to
yourself, to be a pure arithmetic unit; affirms to be three, so one, so that this nonsense about love I can find a point of support in its very nature. At the other end of the scale, introduces the OR obscene Ganny, in which the parts are perverse of their natural destiny of the competition and are made to cooperate. " Its real reason for fixing sex as the
reproduction method among humans is too obvious from the use of it ... the enemy has associated free the affection between the parties with sexual desire. He has also made the descendants depending on the parents and have given parents an impulse to support it, which produces the family, which is like the organism, only worse; For members are
more different, however, also united in a more conscious and responsible way. Everything, in fact, turns out to be just a More to drag in love. "Now comes the joke, the enemy described a married couple like 'one' one [GÃ ©nesis 2:24 "The man will leave his father and his mother, and he will join his wife, and they will be a single flesh." He did not say
a happily married couple 'or a couple who got married because they were in love, "but you can make humans ignore that. You can also make them forget that ... Paul [in 1 Corinthians 6:16] did not limit it to married couples. The mere city ... does â € ™ a single flesh. '... The truth is that wherever a man goes to bed with a woman, there, like it or not, a
transcendental relationship that should be eternally Enjoyed or eternally supported ... Based on the true statement that this transcendental relationship was going to produce and, if obediently, it will be formed, too often, it will produce affection and family, it can be done to humans inferred the false belief that the mixture of affection, fear and desire
that they call Â € œIt being enamored "is the only thing that makes marriage happy or saint. The error is easy to produce because "being enamored" precedes very often, in Western Europe, marriages made in obedience to the designs of the enemy, that is, with the intention of fidelity, fertility and goodwill; as well as the religious emotion
accompanied very often, but not always, to the conversion ... human beings who do not have the gift of continence can be dissuaded to seek marriage as a solution because they are not "enamored" , and, thanks to us, the idea of marrying any other seems low and cynical ... consider the intention of loyalty to an association for mutual aid, for the
preservation of chastity and the transmission of life as something inferior to a storm of emotions.Â »Letter 19 on the twisted love â €" You complain that my last letter does not make it clear if I consider being in love as a desirable state for a human being or not .... Do you see that there is no answer? Nothing matters at all except the trend of a given
mental state, in circumstances, to move a certain patient at a certain time nearEnemy or closest to us. Therefore, it would be a good thing to make the patient decide that love is 'good' or 'bad'. "If he is an arrogant man with a contempt for the body that is really based on delicacy, but confused by the purity, â € œYou who are pleased to take out what
most of his peers approvedâ €" For all the media that decides against love. I instill in this an overright asceticism and then, when you have separated your sexuality from everything you could humanize it; Sopesa with it with her in a much more brutal and cynical way . "If, on the other hand, he is an emotional man and CrÃ © dul, feeds him from minor
poets and fifth-grade novelists ... until you have been believed that" love "is irresistible and somehow intrinsically meritoriously. This belief is not a lot of help ... in the production of a casual incomprehension; But it is an incomparable recipe for romantic adults and prolonged trages 'noble', ending, if everything goes well, in murders and suicides. If it
is not so, it can be used to direct the patient in an ultile marriage .... there must be several young women in the neighborhood of his patient who would make the Christian life intensely difficult if he could only persuade him to marry one of them. .. Meanwhile, be quite clear in his own mind that this state of falling in love is not, in himself, necessarily
favorable to us or on the other side .... like most of the other things that humans are excited , such as health and illness, age and youth, or war and peace, is, from the point of view of spiritual life, mainly raw material. "Letter 20 on the wrong kind of woman â € œmi Dear Wormwood, I noticed with great disgust that the enemy has put, for the moment,
a forced end to his direct attacks on the patient's chastity. You should have ... He stopped before reaching that stage, because as things are, Your man has now discovered the dangerous truth These attacks do not last forever; Therefore you can not use again ... our best weapon: weapon: Belief that there is no hope of getting rid of us, except for
yielding. Do I suppose you have tried to persuade him that chastity is unhealthy? ... "If we can not use your sexuality to do so, we must try to use for the promotion of a desirable marriage. Meanwhile, I would like to give him a little suggestion about the kind of woman, I mean physical guy, What should be encouraged to fall in love with ... In a manner
and list ... This question is decided by us by the most deep spyprises on the decline in the Archidad that you and me. It's the business of these great teachers produce at all ages a bad general direction of what can be called sexual "." "This makes it when working through the small circle of popular artists, dressmakes, actresses and advertisers who
determine the Type of fashion The objective is to guide each one away from those members of the other with which they are very useful, happy and futile marriages. Therefore, we now have for many triumpured centuries, as long as certain secondary characteristics of man (like the beard) unpleasant to almost all females, and there are more in what
could be. Statuent type Boyish Type Female Type Exaggerated Ã ¢ â, ¬ å "You are attributed the male taste that we have varied a lot. At one point, we have directed it to the type of statutous and aristocratic beauty, mixing the vanity of men with their desires and encouraging the race to raise mainly from the most arrogant women and prodigas. In
another, we have selected an exaggeratedly feminine type, weak and languished, so that madness and cowardice, and all the general falsehood and the literature of the mind that go with them will be in a cousin. At present, we are in the opposite tactics: and now taught men to like women whose bodies are just distinguishable from those of children.
Since this is a kind of beauty sometimes more transitory than most, Therefore, we aggravated the chronic horror of the aging female Ã ¢ â, ¬ "and render. Render. Less arranged and less capable of having children. Aerographic counterfeit and that's not all. We have designed a large increase in the apparent nude representation in art, and on stage or
on the beach. Everything is false ... The true women in bathtages or stockings are pinched and sustained to make them look more firm and thin from what nature allows an adult woman. However, at the same time, it is taught to the modern world to believe that it is "francoâ" and «healthyâ €» and returning to nature. Consequently, we are «directing
the wishes of men towards something that does not exist», making more important the role of the eye on sexuality and at the same time making its demands more impossible ... â € œInimates the desires of your patient »In one of the two directions Â« A terrestrial venus and an infernal .... one Ã ¢ Ã âdo is Ã ¢ Ã ¢ Naturally amendable for the enemy
Fatly obedient to marriage, colored everything with that golden light of reverence and naturalness that we detest. . Infernal Venus Alto Venus but who, even within marriage, tends to treat as a slave, an idle or a cómplica. His love for the first could imply what the enemy calls himself badly, but accidentally only; The man would like that she was not
another person's wife and would regret not being able to love her legally. But in the second type, bad sense is what he wants; It's that â € œtang "in the flavor you seek. On the face, what he likes is visible animality, or bad mood, or art or cruelty; And in the body, something very different from what he normally calls beauty, something that even, in a
healthy hour, can describe as ugliness ... The real use of infernal Venus is Ã Ã ¢ Ã ¢ â ¢ as a prostitute or lover. But if your man ... has been well trained in nonsense about the irresistible and that excuses everything ... She can often be induced to marry her. And that's worth it. You will have failed in terms of fornication and solitary vice; but "...the
unhappiness produced is of a very lasting type."Does it bear 21 on the sense of ownership of my time? "My dear Wormwood, Yes. A period of sexual temptation is an excellent time to work on an attack subordinated to the patient [irritability].... The feeling of injury depends on the feeling that a legitimate claim has been denied. The more assertions
about life can be induced your patient to do, the more often you will feel ill-humored. Now you have noticed that nothing pushes him to a passion as easily as to find a stretch of time... he had to have unexpectedly removed him at his disposal. It is the unexpected visitor â ¦ or the talkative wife of the friendâ ¦ that drives him out of his mind. Now it is
not so uncharitable or lazy that these small demands to their courtesy are in themselves too much for it. They're making him angry because he considers his time as his own and feels that they're stealing it... The assumption that you want me to continue to do is so absurd that, once questioned, we cannot even find a pinch of argument in your defense.
Man can neither do nor hold a moment of time; everything comes to him by pure gift... May your sense of ownership in Time remain silent, un inspected and operational... "Humans are always claiming property that sounds equally gracious in Heaven and Hell, and we must keep them doing it. Much of the modern resistance to chastity comes from the
belief of men that they "possess" their bodies in which they are without their consent and those who are expelled for the pleasure of Other!... We produce this sense of ownership not only by pride but also by confusion. We teach them not to realize the different senses of possessive pronoun,Finely graduated differences ranging from «My Bootsâ», Â
«dog.â» «Dog." â ̈”The countryâ ̈ ̈ â ̈” My God. They can be taught to reduce all these senses to that of “my boots”. The joke is that the word “mineÃ¢â ̈” In its totally possessive sense can not be pronounced by a human being about anything ... He will ﬁnd out in the end, to whom their time, their souls, and their bodies really belong .... The enemy says
â ̈ ̈ ̈”Mine' everything in the pedantic and legalistic ground that he did. Our Father waits at the end to say, “Min” of all things on the most realistic and dynamic terrain of conquest”. Letter 22 on True Love, Music and Silence” My dear Wormwood, so! Your man is in love, and at worst, he might have fallen into “Not just a Christian but a Christian, a
Christian.” “”. Demure, monosalibic, watery, insignificant, virginal, pan-y- BUTTER MISS! ... We’d had it to the sand in the old days... no, I wouldn’t have done much either. A little two-faced cheater ... who looks as if she fainted at the sight of the blood, and then dies with a smile ... it seems that the butter would not melt in her mouth and yet has a
satirical wit. The kind of creature that would find me amusing! ... insane little prude” and yet ready to fall into the arms of [your patient] like any other breeding animal. Why does the enemy exploit her for it, if she is so moody for virginity, instead of looking there, smiling? He is a hedonist at heart... On your right hand, ~pleasures forever. Ugh! I
don’t think it’s the slightest hint of that high and austere mystery to which we rise in the misery vision ... There are things that humans do all day without their mind at least, sleeping, washing, eating, drinking, making love, playing, praying, working. Everything has to be twisted before he uses us. We fight under the cruel disadvantages. Nothing is
naturally on our side... Silence and music against noise â ̈¬ ÅTen, of course, knows the of this woman and the whole circle. You couldn't seeIs the same house you live in is one you should never have entered? It has a disgusting resemblance to the description, a human writer made from heaven: "The regions where there is only life and therefore all
that is No music is silence. Music and silence, how did I hate you both! How grateful should we be that since our father entered hell? There has not been a square moment of infernal space and no moment of infernal time, but everything has been occupied by noise, the great noise. The dynamism, the audible expression of all that is exultant, ruthless
and virile, the noise, which only defends us from foolish problems, desperate scruples and impossible desires. We'll make the whole universe a noise at the end. We have already made great strides in this direction regarding Earth, but I admit that we are not yet strong enough, nor something like that." Letter 23 in spiritual corruption" My dear
Wormwood, through this girl and her disgusting. Family The patient now knows more Christians every day, and very intelligent Christians. For a long time it will be very impossible to eliminate the spirituality of your life. All right, then; we must corrupt him... The world and the flesh has failed us; a third power remains. And the success of this third
type is the most glorious of all. A holy mime, a Pharisee, an inquisitor, or a magician makes a better sport in hell than a simple tyrant or debauchery. More than is with the eye... â€œSooking around the new friends of your patient, I think the best point of attack would be the limit between theology and politics. Several of his new friends are very alive
to the Social Implications of his religion. That, in itself, is a bad thing; Good can be made of it ... Many Christian-political writers believe that Christianity began: coming out of the doctrine of its founder at a very early stage. Now,idea must be used by us to encourage once again theof a “History of Jesus” ... in the last generation, we promoted the
construction of such a “physical Jesus” in the liberal and humanitarian lines; Now we are presenting a new â ̈¬ “Historical Jesus” in Marxian, catastrophic and revolutionary lines. The advantages of these constructions, which we intend to change every thirty years more or less, are manifold. “First of all, they all tend to direct the devotion of men to
something that does not exist, because each “Historical, Jesus” is unprofessional. Documents say what they say and cannot be added to; Each new “History of Jesus”, therefore, has to come out of them by suppression at one time and exaggeration at another, and by that kind of divination (Brilliant is the adjective, we teach humans to apply it) in which
no one risks ten shillings in ordinary life ... “Secondly, all constructions of this type place the importance of their “Historical Jesus” in a peculiar theory which is supposed to have promulgated ... It distracts men’s minds from what it is, and what he did... “Our third goal is” to destroy devotional life. For the actual presence of the enemy, we substitute a
merely probable, remote, shadow figure, one who spoke a strange language and died a long time ago. Such an object cannot in fact, in fact, be worshipped. Instead of the creator worshipped by his creature, soon, you had only acclaimed a leader, a supporter ... Because of the general connection between Christianity and politics, our position is more
delicate. Certainly, we do not want men to allow their Christianity to flow into their political life, since the establishment of something like a society would really only be a major disaster. On the other hand, we want... Making men treat Christianity as a means; Preferably, of course, of course, as a means to their own advancement, but, that fails, as a
means to anything, to social justice, “because the enemy will not be used as convenience .... You see the small small small "Create this, not because it's true, but for some other reason." That's the game. "Chart 24 in self-happiness welcome to the new family member" My dear Wormwood ", "$". It is always the novice who exaggerates ... In this new
circle, your patient is a rookie. He is there on a daily basis, finding the Christian life of a quality that was never imagined before and saw it through an enchanted glass because he is in love. He is anxious (in fact, the enemy orders him) to imitate this quality ... The new circle in which he finds himself is one that is tempted to be proud of many reasons
other than his Christianity. He's better educated, more intelligent society, more enjoyable than anyone he's ever found. It is also to some degree of illusion as to its own place in it. Under the influence of 'love', it may still be thought unworthy of the child, but he is rapidly tiresome to think unworthy of others. He has no idea how much in him is
forgiven because they are charitabl E and he did his best because he is now one of the families. He does not dream of the amount of his conversation, how many of his opinions are recognized by all the mere echoes of his own. Even less suspects that the great part of the delight it takes in these people is due to the erotic enchantment that the girl, for
him, extends above all her surroundings. He thinks he likes his conversation and the way of life because of a conversation between his spiritual state and his, when, in reality, they are "a lot beyond him ... it is like a dog that should imagine that he understood the guns because his hunt. Instinct and love for your teacher allow you to enjoy a one-day
tab! Unhealthy Pride in the "set" of one â€œThere is your chance. While the enemy, through sexual love and... Very nice very advanced people in their service, they are attracting the young barbarians to the levels that neverhaving reached, you must make it feel that it is finding its own level." "That these people are" his type "That, coming among

them, has returned home. When he becomes them to another society you will find it boring; In part because almost any society at your fingertips is, in fact, much less entertaining, but even more because it will lose the charm of the young woman .... He must be done to feel (it is better not to be I put it in words) 'what a different we are the Christians';
And for 'we Christians' he should really, but without knowing it, it means 'My Set'; And for 'My Set' it must mean not 'the people who, in their charity and humility, have accepted me,' but 'the people with whom I am associated by law.' Social Autographic Pride "The success here depends on confusing it, if you try to do it explodibly and professedly
proud to be a Christian, you will probably fail; The warnings of the enemy are well known .... what you want is to keep a Sly Auto- Congratulation by mixing with all his thoughts and never allow him to raise the question 'What, precisely, I'm congratulating me?' The idea of belonging to an inner ring, of being secretly, is very sweet for him. He plays on
that nerve ... The great thing is to make Christianity a mysterious religion in which he feels one of the initiates. " Letter 25 About Christianity and ... "My dear Wormwood, the real problem about the whole in which his patient lives is that he is merely Christian, all have individual interests, of course, but the victimate remains mere Christianity. What
That we want, if men become Christians at all, it is to keep them in the at least state that I call â € ~ Cristianity andâ € ™. You know, Christianity ... and the new psychology ... and the new Order ... and the healing of faith ... and the psychology ... and vegetarianism ... and the reform of the expression. If they should be Christians, which at least be
Christians with a difference. Replace for faith In this way [current topic] with a Christian color. Work on your horror of the same old thing. " Create a artificial "The horror of the same old thing is one of the most Passions that we have produced in human heart: an infinite source of heresies in religion, madness in lawyer, infidelity in marriage and
inconstancy in friendship. Humans live on time, and they experience reality successively ... as they need change, the enemy (being a hedonist in heart) has made change pleasant, as has made pleasant. But as he does not want me to make a change, more to eat, an end in himself, he has balanced love to change in them for a love for permanence. He
has managed to gratify both tastes together in the same world that he has done ... He gives them the seasons, every different season even every year, the same ... just like we choose and exaggerate the pleasure of eating To produce. Glottony, so we chose this pleasant pleasant change and threw it into a demand for absolute novelty. This demand is
totally our workforce. If we neglect our duty, men will not only be satisfied but also transported by the mixed novelty and the familiarity of the snow covers this morning, dawn this morning, Plum could be Christmas. The girls, until we have taught them better, will be perfectly happy with a round of season games ... "Only for our incessant efforts is
the demand for infinity." Change maintained. This demand is valuable in several ways. Built-in a problem with the novelty First, it decreases the pleasure by increasing the desire. The pleasure of novelty is by its very nature more subject to any other part of the law of decreasing returns. The novelty continues costs money, so ... the desire of it spells
of greed or unhappiness or both. The more raptor this desire, the sooner you should eat all the innocent sources of pleasure and transmit to those that enemies prohibit ... Finally, the desire for novelty is indispensable if we want to produce fashions. or vogues. It is not useful “The use of fashions in thought is to distract men’s attention from their real
dangers. We direct the fashion fashion of every generation. generation. those vices of which he is less threatened and to fix his approval in the virtue closest to that vice, which we are trying to make endemic. The game is to have them all running with extinguishers every time there is a flood. So we put in fashion to expose the dangers of enthusiasm
at the same time that all of them are really becoming mundane and warm. When we are really getting them drunk with emotion, the fashion clamor is directed against the dangers of the mere "understanding." The cruel ages are put on guard against sentimentalism, the careless and idle against respectability, the lustful against puritanism; and
whenever all men are really rushing to be slaves or tyrants, we make liberalism the main bogey. "But the greatest triumph of all is to raise this horror of the same old thing... so that the absurdity of the intellect reinforces the corruption of the will... The enemy loves the topics. From a proposed course of action He wants men to ask very simple
questions: Is it fair? Is it prudent? Is it possible? Now, if we can make men wonder, "Do you agree with the general movement of our time? Is it progressive or reactionary?"...they will neglect relevant issues. And the questions they ask have no answer, of course, because they do not know the future, and what the future will be depends to a great
extent on the decisions that now invoke the future to help them make... Once they knew that some changes were for the better, others for the worse, and others again indifferent. We have largely eliminated this knowledge. For the descriptive adjective ’without changes’ we have replaced the emotional adjective ’stancado’.» Letter 26 on thinking that
the other is selfish "My dear Wormwood, Yes; the courtship is the time to sow the seeds that will grow ten years later in domestic hatred. The enchantment of unsatisfied desireresults that humans can confuse with the results of Take advantage of the ambiguity of the word ’Love': make them believe that they have solved with Love problems that in
fact they have only... postponed under the influence of the enchantment... NOT as good as you might think The big problem is ’Altruism', a negative word replaced by the positive Charity of the Enemy.... Teach a man to give benefits, not so that others may rejoice in having them, but so that he may be selfless in renouncing them. It’s a big point
gained. Another great help... is the divergence of views on Altruism that we’ve built up between the sexes. A woman by altruism means primarily taking problems for others; a man means not giving problems to others. As a result, a woman who has gone far enough in the service of the Enemy will trouble herself more than any man, except those whom
Our Father has completely dominated; and conversely, a man will live a long time in the Enemy’s field before undertaking as much spontaneous work to please others as a normal woman can do all the things that are done by the Enemy. days. Thus, while the woman thinks about doing good offices and the man about respecting the rights of others,
each sex ... may consider the other as radically selfish. “In addition to these confusions, you can now introduce some more. The erotic enchantment produces a mutual complacency in which each is really happy to yield to the desires of the other. They also know that the Enemy requires of them a degree of charity which, if achieved, would lead to
similar actions. You must make them establish as Law ... that degree of mutual self-sacrifice which at present springs naturally from the enchantment, but which, when the enchantment is over, they will not have enough charity to allow them to perform. They will not see the trap as they are under the double blindness of confusing sexual arousal with
charity and thinking that the arousal will last. and Patience required «Once a kind of official, legal, or nominalIt has been established ... it becomes mandatory that A must argue in favour of the alleged wishes of B and against its own, while B does the opposite. It is often impossible to ascertain the true wishes of either party... They end up doing
something that neither one wants, while each feels a glimmer of self-righteousness and harbors a secret claim of preferential treatment for the disinterest shown and a secret grudge against the other for the ease with which the sacrifice has been accepted... A sensible human being once said, âIf people knew how many times of disinterest, they
wouldn’t recommend it so often.'... This can start even in the courtship period. A little real selfishness on the part of your patient is often of less value... than the first beginnings of... an elaborate and self-aware disinterest... Treasure these things and, above all, don’t let young fools notice them. If you realize, you will be on the path of discovering that
“love” is not enough, that charity is necessary and has not yet been attained, and that no external law can take its place. Letter 27 on the annulment of prayer and history “My dear Wormwood ... When ... the whole issue of distraction and wandering mind has become one of the main subjects of [your patient’s] prayers ... encourage him to push it away
with sheer willpower and try to continue ... as if nothing had happened; once he accepts distraction as his present problem and puts him before Enem me and makes it the main subject of your prayers and efforts, then... you’ve done damage... A promising line is this: Now that you are in love, a new idea of earthly happiness has sprung up in your
mind; and hence a new urgency in your prayers of petition... Now is the time to raise intellectual difficulties about prayer of that kind... “Humans can often be attracted to the Direct to the enemy, who ... He has definitely told them that they pray for their bread from each day and for the recovery of their sick ... but but your patient has contracted the
terrible habit of obedience, will probably continue such prayers of ’crude' what you do. But you can worry him with the...’Heads I win, tails you lose' argument. If the thing for which he prays does not happen, then it is further proof that petitioning prayers do not work; if it does, he ... see some of the physical causes that up to it, and ’therefore it
would have happened anyway.'...You, being a spirit, will find it difficult to understand how it is. 3th he enters into this confusion. But you have to remember that it takes time for an ultimate reality... The enemy doesn’t... Men’s prayers today are one of the countless coordinates with which the Enemy harmonizes the morning time.... The Enemy does
not foresee humans making their free contributions in the future, but sees them doing so in their limitless now. And obviously, seeing a man do something is not making him do it... Some human writers, especially Boethius, have left this secret. But in the intellectual climate we’ve finally managed to create... you don’t need to bother with that. Only the
ancient books learned, and now we have dealt with the apprentice that they are of all men the least likely to acquire wisdom by doing so.... The historical point of view ... means that when a learned man presents himself with any statement in an ancient author, the only question he never asks is whether it is true. Ask who influenced the writer, and to
what extent the statement is consistent with what he said in other books ... or in the general history of thought, and how often it has been misunderstood (especially by the learned man’s own colleagues).... To consider the ancient writer as a possible source of knowledge âto anticipate that what he said might change his thoughts or behaviorâ would
be rejected as a simple mind unquestionably. And since we can’t fool the entire race all the time, it is more important to cut each generation generation Of all the others... There is always the danger that the characteristic errors of one may be corrected by the characteristic truths of another ... The great academics are now as little nourished by the
past as the most ignorant mechanic who holds that ’History is bunk. “Letter 28 on security and time, since the allies are not always the main villain” My dear Wormwood... You tell me with Glee that there is reason to expect heavy air raids into the city where the creature lives... . Don’t you realize that the death of the patient, right now, is precisely
what we want to avoid? He has escaped the worldly friends with whom you have tried to entangle him; He has “fallen in love” with a very Christian woman and is temporarily immune to your attacks because of her chastity; And the various methods of corrupting your spiritual life... are so little time failed... As the full impact of the war approaches, and
your worldly hopes take a proportionately smaller place in your mind, full of your defense work [like a defense job. Air-Raid Warden], full of child, forced to care for your neighbors more than you’ve ever done before and to like them more than you expected, “he got out of there.” 3 of itself”, as humans say, and increasing in humans. Conscious
dependence of the enemy, will almost certainly be lost to us if he is killed tonight... Sometimes I wonder if... you’re getting infected by the feelings and values of the humans you work among. They... consider death as the evil one, and survival as the best good. But that’s because we’ve taught them how to do it. Let’s not get infected by our own
propaganda... “If you can only keep him alive, you have time for your ally. The long, boring and monotonous years of middle-aged prosperity or middle-aged adversity are excellent. The country climate. See, it’s so hard for Creatures persevere. The routine of adversity, the ... Despair ... to overcome the chronic temptations ... Durability ... We believe in
their lives, and the inarticulate inarticulate With what we teach you to respond, all of this provides admirable opportunities to wear out a soul by wear and tear. If ... the intervening years prove prosperous, our position is even stronger. Prosperity knits a man to the world. He feels that he is “finding his place in him”, while he really is finding his place
in him... “He has put eternity in the heart of man” (Ecclesiastes 3:11). “The enemy, who has strangely destined these mere animals to life in their own eternal world, has guarded them quite effectively from the danger of feeling at home elsewhere. That is why we must often wish our patients a long life; Seventy years is not one day too much for the
difficult task of getting rid of your souls from heaven and building a firm attachment to earth ... even if ... Keep them ignorant of explicit religion, the incalculable winds of fantasy and music and poetry. “The mere face of a child, the song of a bird, or the sight of a horizon, are always blowing our whole structure. They are not consistently applied to
worldly advancement, prudent connections and security policy first. So inveterate is your appetite for heaven... Our best method ... of attaching them to Earth is to make them believe that Earth can be turned into Heaven by politics ... or ’Science' ... Royal kindness is a work of time... whatever you do, keep your patient as safe as you can.” Letter 29 on
Fear and Cowardice “My dear Wormwood, now that it is certain that German humans will bomb your patient’s city and that your duties will keep you in the fat of danger, we must consider our policy. Should we aim at cowardice, or courage, with consequent pride, or hatred of the Germans? Well, I’m afraid it’s not good to try to make him brave. Our
research department has not yet discovered... How to produce virtue. ... I hate we can handle ... better combined with fear. The cowardice, alone of all vices, is purely painful, horrible to anticipate, horrible horrible Horrible remember; Hate has his pleasures. Therefore, it is often the compensation for which a scared man is reimbursed by the miseries
of fear ... to make a deep wound in the charity of him, therefore, you should defeat the courage of him. Value of self-knowledge of failure "Now, this is a tickling business. We have done proud men of the majority of the vices, but not cowardice. Every time we have almost managed to do it, the enemy allows a war or ... some Another calamity, and at
the same time, the courage becomes so obvious ... important ... that all our work is undone, and there is still at least one vice of what a genuine pigeon feel. The danger of inducing cowardice ... is that we produce true self-knowledge and self-esteem, with the consequent repentance and humility. And, in fact, at the last war [World War I, which CS
Lewis experienced as a soldier and official], thousands of humans, al Discovering his own cowardice, I discovered the whole moral world for the first time. In peace we can make many of them ignore good and evil completely ... this, in fact, is probably one of the reasons of the enemy to create a world dangerous, a world in which m oral. The problems
really reach the point ... the value is not simply one of the virtues, but the ORM of each virtue at the point of evidence ... a chastity or honesty or mercy that produces the danger will be chaste or honest or Merciful only in the conditions ... "As for the real technique of the temptations to cowardice ... keep running in his mind (side by side with the
conscious intention of making his duty) the vague idea of all kinds of things you can do ... that seem to do a little safer. Ask your mind from the simple rule ('I have to stay here and do it') in a series of imaginary lifesties ('if it happened, "although I wait a lot, do not do it. I could do B ... and if the worst came to the worst, I was able to do c ') ... the point
is to keep it feel that it has something ... to fall back, so that what was intended to be a total total Duty becomes a honeycomb with few unconscious reserves ... [to] produce ... a determination that the worst will not come to the worst. Then, at the time of real terror, hurry to get him out to the nerves and muscles and you can do the fatal act before he
knows what you are doing. To remember: the act of cowardice is the only thing that matters; the emotion of fear is not, in itself, sin and, although we enjoy it, it does us no good.” Letter 30 on fatigue and the real word “My dear Wormwood... The patient’s behavior during the first raid was the worst possible. He has been very frightened and considers
himself a great coward and, therefore, does not feel proud, but he has done everything that his duty demanded of him and maybe a little more. Against this disaster all that can occur on the credit side is an outburst of bad temper with a dog that made him trip, smoke cigarettes to excess and forget a prayer! You say you still expect good results from
the patient’s fatigue. That’s good enough. But it won’t fall into your hands. Fatigue can produce extreme softness, peace of mind and even something like vision. If you have often seen men driven by it to anger, malice and impatience ... it is not fatigue as such that produces anger, but unexpected demands on an already tired man. Whatever men
expect, they soon come to think that they have a right to it: the feeling of disappointment can, with very little skill on our part, turn into a feeling of injury. It is after men have stopped thinking even half an hour ahead that begin the dangers of humble and gentle fatigue.... Feeding him with false hopes... The thought to avoid is total commitment.
Whatever you say, let your inner resolve not be to endure what comes to you, but to endure it “for a reasonable period”, and let the reasonable period be longer. of what is likely to last the trial. It doesn't have to be much shorter; in the attacks on patience, chastity and strength, the fun is to make man surrender.When the relief was almost in sight. "I
do not know if it is likely to know the girl in conditions of tension or not. If he does, do so, do so much use of the fact that up to a point the fatigue makes women speak more and men speak less. A lot of resentment Secret ... It can be raised from this. "Probably the scenes that are witnessing will not provide material for an intellectual attack on his
faith, his previous failures have put that out of his power. But there is a kind of attack on emotions ... that it becomes to feel when you see for the first time the human remains razed on a wall, that this is 'what the world is really' and that all your religion has been a fantasy .... we have them completely terrified by the word 'real' ... the general rule ... is
that in all the experiences that they can make them more happy or better, only the physical facts are "real", while that the spiritual elements are "subjective"; In all the experiences that can discourage or corrupt the spiritual elements are the main reality, and ignore them is to be escapistas. Thus, blood and pain are 'real,' the joy of a mere subjective
point of view .... Wars and poverty are "really" horrible; Peace and abundance are mere physical facts about which men have certain feelings ... their patient, properly managed, will not have difficulty in their emotion before the view of the human enlarges as a revelation of reality and his emotion before the view of the happy children or of the time
just as mere feeling. "Letter 31 in the soul that slips towards the Devil Puny" Dear Mia, Dear, Wormwood ... You have let a soul slip Through your fingers. The howl of acute famine for that loss re-echoes at this moment through all the levels of Noise to the throne itself. I get angry thinking about it. What do I know what happened at once of you! There
was a cleared Sun from her eyes ... as she saw you for the first time, and the part you had in it and you knew you didn't have it anymore. "Think of what he felt at that time: as if a crust of an old blemish had fallen, as if a dirty, wet and sticky garment had been forever removed. For hell, it is enough misery to see them in their mortal days taking away
their dirty, uncomfortable clothes and splashing hot water and giving small grunts of pleasure, stretching their relaxed limbs! What, then, of this last spoil, of this complete cleansing?... He went through it so easily! Without gradual recesses, without a doctor's sentence, with no nursing home, without an O.R., without false life expectancy: pure and
instant release. At one point it seemed all our world: the scream of the bombs, the fall of the houses, the stench and the taste of explosives on the lips and in the lungs, the feet burning with tiredness, the cold heart of horrors, the brain staggering, the legs pained; at the next moment everything had gone, had gone like a nightmare, to never again
have any account... Have you noticed how naturally, as if it had been born for it, the worm born on Earth entered the new life? How did all his doubts become, in an eye-opening and closing, ridiculous? I know what the creature said to itself! Of course... The extraction hurt more and more and then the tooth was out. The dream became a nightmare
and then you woke up. You die and die and then you're beyond death. How could I have doubted that? «As he saw you, he also saw them. I know how it went. You turned dizzy and blind, more wounded by them than I had never been through the bombs. The degradation of it! “That this thing of the earth... could stand up and converse with the spirits
before which you, a spirit, could only covet yourself... When he saw them, he knew that he had always met them and realized the role that each of them had played in many hours of his life whenHe had supposed only ... Everything they went and said at this meeting he woke up memories. The faint awareness of about which he had tormented his
childhood loneliness was finally explained... He didn’t just see them; He saw it. This animal, this thing begotten on a bed, could look at it. What is blinding, suffocating fire to you is now fresh light to him, is clarity itself, and uses the form of a man. You would like... to interpret the patient’s prostration in the Presence, his self-abhorrence and absolute
knowledge of his sins (yes, Wormwood, even clearer knowledge than yours) in the analogy of his own feelings of drowning and paralysis when he encounters the deadly air that breathes from the heart of the Oh, God. But it’s all nonsense... All the delights of the sense or of the heart or of the intellect with which you could have tempted him... Now it
seems to him that... like the attractions of a blatant whore it would seem to a man who hears that his true lover whom he has loved all his life and whom he thought was dead is alive and even now at his door. You are trapped in that world where pain and pleasure take on transfinite values and ... all our [effects] are dismayed. “Screwtape Proposes a
Toast” -click here for the separate blog: * post: *
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